Dynamic-field acoustic manipulation techniques benefit numerous applications in microsystem assembly, pattern formation, biological research, tissue engineering, and lab-on-a-chip. These techniques generally rely on a theoretical dynamic model of particle motion in the acoustic field. Accordingly, success of the manipulation task highly depends on the accuracy of the employed dynamic model. However, modelling such dynamic behavior is a great challenge in more advanced acoustic manipulation devices and requires significant simplifications. Here, we introduce a model-free control method based on reinforcement learning for highly-dynamic acoustic manipulation devices. In our method, the controller does not need a prior knowledge of the acoustic field and learns the optimal control policy for each manipulation task by merely interacting with the acoustic field. As a proof-of-concept, we apply our method to a classic acoustic manipulation device, a Chladni plate consisting of a centrally-actuated vibrating plate. By employing the controller, we demonstrate successful manipulation of single and multiple particles towards target locations on the plate surface. The model-free control method is not limited to the Chladni plate and can be potentially applied to a broad range of acoustic manipulation devices as well as other forms of field-based micromanipulation systems, where accurate theoretical modelling of the field is challenging.
I. INTRODUCTION
Contactless transport and handling of matter is of paramount importance in numerous scientific and technological applications. Typical methods of contactless material handling rely on electromagnetic principles, e.g., electrostatic [1] , magnetic [2] , and optical [3] methods. They offer interesting capabilities but also impose clear limitations. In particular, they are subjected to inherent requirements of specific material properties: magnetic techniques are mostly limited to magnetic particles, optical techniques need a transparent environment to operate, and electrostatic techniques are subjected to electrostatic property dependencies. In contrast to electromagnetic-based methods, acoustic manipulation methods move objects by sound and are material-independent [4] . Those methods are mechanical in nature, providing unique capabilities for contactless material handling.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yang Tang . Acoustic manipulation has been rapidly developed during the last decade, enabling a broad range of applications in the biomedical research [5] , particle manipulation [6] - [8] , pattern formation [9] , microassembly [10] , and lab-on-achip [11] . Traditionally, acoustic manipulation devices operate by forming simple patterns of standing pressure waves on a solid surface [12] , in a chamber or channel [6] , [11] , [13] - [15] . Those classical acoustic manipulation devices can facilitate a limited set of manipulation tasks such as forming parallel lines or dots of particles [6] , [12] , [13] . More advanced manipulation tasks, e.g., manipulating particles along user-specific trajectories, require more versatile and reconfigurable devices [11] .
The last decade has also seen the emergence of a new class of acoustic manipulation devices which capitalize on dynamic acoustic fields, commonly referred to as dynamic-field acoustic manipulation devices [11] . Generally, those devices are able to form acoustic traps which attract and hold the nearby objects. To move the acoustic traps and FIGURE 1. (a) Schematic of a Chladni plate: When excited, a Chladni plate can generate complex two-dimensional force fields and move particles over its surface. (b) Experimental Chaldni patterns: A Chladni plate is able to generate diverse force fields resulting in specific patterns at each resonant frequency. (c) Pattern formation at non-resonant frequencies: A Chladni plate is also able to generate complex patterns at non-resonant frequencies resulting in diverse motion of particles. The shape of the patterns are highly related to the motion of the particles over the plate (2017 IEEE Reprinted with permission from [18] ). accordingly the objects, those devices dynamically reshape the acoustic field by either controlling the phase of hundreds of transducers [16] , [17] or switching between several resonant modes [5] . Those devices have shown remarkable manipulation capabilities, such as moving biological organisms along pre-defined trajectories [5] , or manipulating multiple objects independently [17] . To operate in the whole workspace, the devices need to create trapping points in that space, which often requires complex hardware with hundreds of transducers [16] , [17] .
Recently, the concept of out-of-trap acoustic manipulation has been introduced [7] , [8] , [18] where the objects can be manipulated directly using the acoustic force field instead of the trapping points or lines. This has considerably simplified the hardware requirements, and even a single-transducer device is shown to be sufficient to peform complex tasks such as manipulating multiple particles or a swarm of particles along user-specific trajectories [7] , [8] .
Predicting the particle motion in a dynamic-field acoustic device is of great difficulty due to the fact that the generated acoustic fields are spatially highly-complex. Typically, those devices rely on the theoretical dynamic model of particle motion inside the acoustic field. Modelling such dynamic behavior is challenging, and requires major assumptions and simplifications. It also implies that if those dynamic models are not detailed enough, the manipulation task cannot be performed accurately, or would fail. More recently, data-driven methods have been suggested to predict the particle motion [7] , [18] . However, a substantial effort is required to collect experimental data for building a motion model of the device at different frequencies. In those experiments, tens of particles should be distributed in the whole workspace, and their motion after exciting the acoustic field at different frequencies should be recorded. Performing such experiments is time-consuming and could be practically challenging for certain acoustic manipulation devices.
In this study, we introduce a novel approach to tackle these problems. We consider the dynamic-field acoustic manipulator as a robotic system, enabling us to leverage recent advances in machine learning for optimal robot control. We then propose a model-free method for controlling the particle motion that does not require a prior model of the acoustic field. By merely interacting with the field, the proposed control method learns the optimal control policy using reinforcement learning (RL). We apply the control method to a Chladni plate ( Fig. 1a ), a classic acoustic manipulation device, which can create frequency-dependent twodimensional acoustic fields on the plate surface [7] , [18] (see Section II-A for further explanation). We place the particle on the plate and excite the plate with various frequencies for a certain number of steps. Meanwhile, the RL controller collects observations and rewards corresponding to a specific target from the system. We perform multiple episodes of such experiments either with the real hardware or a simulation framework, and use an RL algorithm similar to Neural Fitted Q Iteration (NFQ) [19] to learn an optimal control policy for the manipulation task. We observed that the performance of the controller improves with the number of episodes. By using the controller, we demonstrate successful manipulation of a single and multiple particles on the plate. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the problem of motion control in a dynamic-field acoustic manipulation device, and formulate it in a Markov decision process (MDP) framework. In Section III, we explain the experimental setup. In Section IV, we explain the RL-based control method which includes the learning algorithm and the closed-loop control method. The experimental results to evaluate our control approach are presented in Section V. Finally, conclusions and perspectives of this work are discussed in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION A. DYNAMIC-FIELD ACOUSTIC MANIPULATION ON A CHLADNI PLATE
We use a centrally-actuated Chladni plate as the apparatus for dynamic acoustic manipulation [7] , [8] . A Chladni plate consists of a plate mounted on a vibrational source, as schematically shown in Fig. 1a . When the vibrational source is driven at a certain frequency, it generates flexural waves in the plate which create a two-dimensional force field over the surface of the plate. The shape of the force field depends on the driving frequency of the vibrational source. If one sprinkles particles on the plate, e.g., sand or salt, the force field moves the particles towards seemingly specific directions, and forms patterns. The patterns formed at the resonant frequencies of the plate are commonly called Chladni patterns ( Fig. 1b ). Pattern formation is not limited to resonant frequencies, and comparably complex patterns can also be formed at the non-resonant frequencies [7] , [8] , [18] (see Fig. 1c ). As shown in Fig. 1c , the pattern shape is associated with the direction of the particle motion at each specific frequency. Such diverse frequency-dependent displacement fields potentially provide great capability for motion control.
To manipulate an object to a desired location on the plate, a controller is required to plan and control the motion using a proper force field related to a specific frequency [7] , [8] . Such a controller could rely on a detailed model of the particle motion or force field on the plate. Since theoretical models, e.g. PDE eigenvalue solutions [20] or solving the two-dimensional inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation [21] cannot accurately predict the particle motion, extensive data-driven modelling efforts is needed to obtain the displacement field of the particles, e.g. hundreds of experiments with particles covering the whole workspace [7] , [8] .
In this study, we suggest a model-free approach for motion control. We first formulate the problem in an MDP framework (see Section II-B), and solve it using reinforcement learning algorithms (see Section IV-A) by manipulating the particles directly on the hardware device or using a simulator.
B. MARKOV DECISION PROCESS FRAMEWORK
Regardless of the hardware, we can formulate the problem of manipulating a particle towards a target point subjected to dynamic force fields in an MDP framework. In this section, we explain such formulation.
An MDP is described by the tuple S, A, p, R, γ with a continuous set S of states, a finite set A of actions, a transition probability function p, an immediate reward function R, and a discount factor γ . In our case, the two-dimensional positions of the particles on the plate represent the state of MDP, and the actuation signal frequency denotes the action. The transition probability function p sets the probability that action A t (playing a signal with a specific frequency) in state S t at time t will lead to state S t+1 at time t + 1 as follows,
where s and a represent the state and the action at time instant t, and s denotes the next resulted state. In our case, the transition probability function p describes the stochastic motion of the particles on the plate subjected to plate vibration at a specific frequency. An immediate reward function R : S × A × S → R is defined assigning a reward R(s, a, s ) every time a transition from s to s occurs after taking action a. The formulation of the reward function is explained in details in Section IV-A. We also fix a discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1] which discounts the future rewards compared to the immediate reward. We define the return G t as the total discounted reward from time-step t as
A policy π : S → A is defined as a distribution over actions given states. The policy function π sets the probability that action a is selected at state s at any time t as follows,
We define an action-value function Q, or the Q-value function, which is the expected return given state s and action a under policy π as
Solving the MDP involves determining a policy π * that maximizes the action-value function Q(s, a) where the optimal action-value function Q * is the maximum action-value function over all policies as
The optimal action-value function represents the expected total discounted reward along a trajectory starting at state s obtained by choosing a as the first action and following the optimal policy thereafter. The optimal policy is then defined as
The optimal policy gives the best possible action a at state s, which is essentially a map between the positions of the particles (state) and the frequency of the excitation signal (action). We then use the acquired optimal policy in a closed-loop control scheme to manipulate particles toward the desired target points. Figure 2 shows our experimental platform consisting of a Chladni plate. The plate has dimensions of 50 mm × 50 mm × 500 µm, diced from a silicon wafer and glued on a piezoelectric actuator (Piezomechanik, PSt 150/2×3/20) using cyanoacrylate adhesive. The piezoelectric actuator is mounted on a dual-axis goniometer (Thorlabs, GN2/M). We use pressed solder balls (Martin Smt/VD90.5106, Sb96.5Ag3Cu0.5, ∅600 µm) as manipulation specimens. The particle and plate are imaged from above by a video camera (ImperX, IGV-B1621C-KC000 with Infinity/InfiniMite Alpha lens). The camera is connected to an embedded controller (National Instruments, PXIe-8135) via an Ethernet interface module (National Instruments, PXIe-8234) to feedback the position of the particle. A strip of LEDs (NEX-TEC, LS5300NWIP20) is mounted horizontally around and slightly above the plate for better vision contrast. The plate is excited with sinusoidal signals with a frequency in the range of 1-20 kHz from Chromatic musical scale (52 distinct frequencies). During particle manipulation, the frequency of the signal is selected by a closed-loop controller. The signal is then generated in an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) (National Instruments, PXI-5412), amplified by a linear amplifier (Piezo Systems, EPA-104-230), and sent to the piezoelectric actuator. The embedded controller, the Ethernet interface module, and the AWG are mounted on a Chassis (National Instruments, PXIe-1071).
III. APPARATUS

FIGURE 2. Experimental setup:
A vibrating plate is mounted on a piezoelectric actuator. Location of the particle is recorded by a camera, and based on the current position of the particle, an embedded controller calculates a control signal that moves the particle towards the target position.
IV. CONTROL METHOD
In this section, we explain the main elements of our control method including the procedure for learning the optimal policy, and the motion control method using the acquired optimal policy. 
LEARNING ALGORITHM
We use reinforcement learning algorithms to solve the MDP for acoustic manipulation. In particular, we use an algorithm similar to NFQ [19] which is a variant of Q-learning algorithm with a neural network function approximator. Algorithm 1 shows our implemented reinforcement learning algorithm. The underlying idea of the algorithm is that the parameter update is performed off-line considering an entire set of experiences. Therefore, the algorithm consists of two major phases: the generation of the training set E, and regression of action-value function Q within a multi-layer neural network. In the data generation phase, experiences are collected in the triples of the form s, a, s by interacting with the real or simulated system, resulting in the set of experiences E. In the regression phase, the regression algorithm is realized by a multi-layer perceptron.
The training process is performed in several episodes of experiments. In every episode, we first place the particle close to the starting position. Then, we excite the plate with various actions for a finite number of steps N t . In every step, we choose the action using an -greedy algorithm that follows the greedy policy with probability 1-and selects a random action with probability . We then record the state s and calculate the immediate reward for the experience s, a, s .
To assign the immediate reward R after each experience, we first compute h, the projection of the displacement vector P over a vector that connects the current particle position to the target location PT (Fig. 3) as follows,
and then we calculate reward R according to the magnitude and the direction of the projection vector h as
To estimate the optimal action-value function Q * , we use a two-layer feed-forward neural network with sigmoid hidden neurons and linear output neurons for each note. The input tuple input of each training network consists of the state s l and the action a l of the training experience l. The output value is computed by the sum of the immediate reward R and the expected maximal trajectory rewards for the successor state s , computed on the basis of the current estimate of the action-value function Q k as follows,
where k represents the episode number. After every episode of training, we update the weight and bias values of the networks Q n for all actions according to Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) backpropagation method. We observed that Q n converges after a certain number of episodes which gives us an approximation of the optimal action-value function Q * .
B. CLOSED-LOOP CONTROLLER
We use a closed-loop controller to control the motion of particles on the plate. Before starting the control experiments, we perform the learning experiments, either with the real hardware or the simulator, to collect the required learning datasets. After that, we calculate the optimal policy π * for the manipulation task according to Section IV-A. We then transfer the acquired policy to an embedded real-time controller (National Instruments, PXIe-8135). During the control experiment, we place the manipulation specimens on the plate and capture the top-view of the plate with a camera. We repeatedly measure the position of the objects on the plate. In every step, we use the acquired policy, similar to Equation 6 , to choose a note that moves the particles on the optimal trajectory. After playing the best note, the position is sampled again and the calculations are repeated for the new state.
The embedded real-time controller includes a three-layer software architecture implemented using NI LabVIEW system design software, similar to [22] . The architecture includes a user interface layer, a process layer, and a hardware layer.
The user interface layer includes a menu for setting the parameters of manipulation. It also displays the live image data from the camera, the controller state, the signal generation state, and the coordinates of the particle on a host PC.
The process layer provides the algorithms for the manipulation system by using LabVIEW 2017 Real-Time Module. This layer processes the video images, detects the particle, and makes control decisions based on the optimal policy π * .
The hardware layer handles the low-level driver functions required to operate the apparatus including the camera interface and the configuration of the AWG. The camera interface captures the camera recording via NI Vision Acquisition Software at a frame rate of approximately 42 fps and a quality of 8-bit grayscale. Every frame is then sent to the process layer where the particle detection is performed. The AWG produces precise sine waveforms of the manipulation frequency using National Instruments PXI 5412. When the controller decides which frequency to play, the signal generation is initiated and continued until the new control command is received. If the new control command still includes the previous frequency, the AWG continues to generate the same signal without stopping. However, if the controller commands to switch the frequency, the AWG switches the signal frequency with a relatively short delay in the range of approximately 2 milliseconds.
V. RESULTS
In this section, we explain the main results of this work including the evaluation of the learning algorithm, as well as the manipulation experiments on the Chladni plate.
A. EVALUATION OF THE LEARNING ALGORITHM
To avoid excessive interaction with the real hardware, we build a simulation framework that replicates a Chladni plate similar to the experimental platform, simulating the transition probability function p (see Equation 1 ). To build the simulation framework, we collect experimental data from the real hardware similar to [7] , and then apply particle tracking velocimatry and LOESS regression (locally weighted scatterplot smoothing) to such experimental data, again similar to [7] . Such simulation framework takes the positions of the particles and the frequency of a note as the input, and estimates the resulted positions of the particles as the output. It also adds a random vector to the resulted positions to simulate the stochastic behavior of the system. The random vector is drawn from a standard normal distribution according to the uncertainty of the resulted motion by playing each note.
We first implemented and tested our learning method in the simulation framework. The simulation was carried out in a Lenovo X230 laptop with a 2.9 GHz Intel Core i7 processor, 16GB of RAM, and running Windows 7 Professional 64 bit. The learning algorithm was programmed using MATLAB R2019a as the development platform.
In the simulation experiment, we considered a ∅600 µm pressed solder ball moving from a position close to the upper left corner of the plate towards a traget close to the upper right corner. In each training episode, the starting position is randomly set in the space between the starting and target locations. We chose the following values in the learning algorithm: number of episodes N e = 200, number of steps in each episode N t = 110, = 0.8, and γ = 0.9. For each note, we used a two-layer feed-forward neural network with a hidden layer size of 7 to capture the essential details of the action-value function Q * .
We used the simulation experiments to acquire the learning curves of the system (Fig 4b-c) . After each episode, we trained the action-value neural networks according to the learning algorithm, and stored the trained networks. Figure 4a shows the evolution of the Q-value function for an specific action (f = 9956 Hz) after 10, 50, 100, 150, and 200 episodes of training. As can be seen in Fig. 4a , the Q-value function converges and stabilizes after several episodes of training. Notably, the Q-value function after 150 and 200 episodes of training remains relatively unchanged. To quantify the convergence of the Q-value function, we introduce the error δ Q which calculates the difference between the Q-value function after k episodes of training Q k and Q N , that is, the Q-value function at the end of the training experiments as follows,
where x and y represent the two dimensions of the motion, L and W denote the side length and width of the plate, and M represents the manipulation space, that is, a sub-space of the state space covering a selected neighborhood of the starting and target positions. Figure 4b shows δ Q for an specific action (f = 9956 Hz) after k episodes of training. As Fig. 4b shows, δ Q generally decreases with more episodes of training, demonstrating the convergence of the Q-value function.
We then performed a control experiment using the acquired policy after each episode, and recorded the accumulated reward after 60 control steps. Figure 4c shows the accumulated reward that the system gains during point-to-point control experiments after each training episode. It shows that the performance of the controller improves with the number of episodes. In this particular example, the agent learns the optimal policy after approximately 50 episodes of training, which is equivalent to approximately 46 minutes of training experiments with the real hardware. Using the methods explained in [7] , [18] , similar manipulation task requires almost 390,000 data points for training, while the model-free controller needs just 5,500 training data points, which is a significant reduction in the required effort for data collection. (c) After 200 episodes of training, the controller could successfully perform the task more than two times faster than experiment (b). Scale bar, 10 mm.
B. MANIPULATION EXPERIMENTS
We have successfully demonstrated motion control of a single particle using the closed-loop controller, as shown in Fig. 5 and Video SV1. We first used the simulation framework to learn the optimal policy. We then transferred the acquired policy to the embedded controller. We performed the experiments for the policies after 10, 50, and 200 training episodes. During the manipulation experiments, once a frame is captured by the camera, the current position of the particle is measured. The measured position is then fed to the controller. The controller calculates the optimal action according to Equation 6 , and selects the note that directs the particle towards the current waypoint. The selected note is played on the vibrating plate until the next image frame is received by the controller. The controller continues exciting the plate until the distance between the particle and its target is less than a predefined threshold.
According to our experiments, the control was unsuccessful after 10 episodes of training (Fig. 5a ). Nevertheless, the performance of the controller enhanced after 50 episodes of training and the controller successfully performed the manipulation task in 44 seconds (Fig. 5b) . After 200 episodes of training, the controller could successfully perform the task in only 18 seconds (Fig. 5c) .
The system is also capable of learning to manipulate multiple particles simultaneously. We have successfully demonstrated motion control of two ( Fig. 6a and Video SV2) and three ( Fig. 6b and Video SV3) particles on the plate. We again used the simulation framework to learn the optimal policy. We performed successful manipulation experiments for the policies after 2,000 and 50,000 training episodes for two and three particles, respectively.
It should be noted that as we control the position on a two-dimensional plate surface with x and y directions, the number of states for n p particles becomes 2n p , where n p represents the number of particles. Consequently, the statespace in single-particle manipulation has two dimensions, two-particle manipulation four dimensions, and three-particle manipulation six dimensions. In reinforcement learning, the required number of learning episodes increases with the VOLUME 8, 2020 FIGURE 6. Simultaneous manipulation of (a) two and (b) three 600 µm pressed solder balls on the plate. Scale bar, 10 mm.
number of states in a positive power-law relation. As the states in our problem are x and y components of position, the required episodes for learning the task increases almost exponentially with the number of particles.
We emphasize that we used the same algorithm, Algorithm 1, also for multi-particle manipulation, which is still fundamentally a single-agent reinforcement learning method. Here, the state of the agent is a list of the particle positions. Therefore, it should not be confused with the multi-agent reinforcement learning methods.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we provide a novel control method for model-free acoustic manipulation. Here, we have exploited recent advances in reinforcement learning, which have been applied to macroscale robots, for manipulating sub-mm objects using acoustics. The control method is model-free in the sense that it does not require a dynamic model of the particle motion in the acoustic field. The controller learns the optimal control policy by exciting various acoustic fields and collecting observations of the resulted particle motion.
As a demonstration, we have applied the control method to manipulate particles on the surface of a Chladni plate. The results are quite promising in terms of controller stability and convergence. We have observed that the performance of the controller enhances by interacting with the system. We have successfully demonstrated manipulation of a single and multiple metallic particles on the plate. Our method is also applicable to other types of particles with different shapes and materials, similar to the ones reported in [7] , [18] .
Our method can also be applied to several other dynamic-field acoustic manipulation methods. Fundamentally, particle manipulation in many dynamic-field acoustic devices is similar to a Chladni plate. Typically, there is one or several acoustic sources that can generate diverse acoustic fields to move particles, similar to our device. Thus our control method is generally realizable for those systems. To give a few examples, our method is hypothetically applicable to surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices [5] , acoustic levitators [17] , [23] , and in-fluid acoustic devices [8] , [9] , [11] , [24] - [26] , where accurate theoretical modelling of the acoustic field involves major challenges and difficulties.
Even though model-free control and reinforcement learning have been broadly applied to many macroscale robotic applications [27] , those methods have been barely applied to microrobotics except for a few contact micromanipulation systems [28] - [30] . Robot learning algorithms have never been applied to field-based micromanipulation systems before, and this work is the first attempt that combines the two realms of robot learning and field-based micromanipulation. Therefore, we believe our work will benefit other forms of field-based manipulation systems regardless of the actuation type, such as magnetic and electrostatic, by introducing the applicability of robot learning algorithms. In particular, our control method would be broadly applicable to those systems, where the untethered robots, with no on-board sensing and computing, are either directly manipulated or manipulating other objects indirectly.
Future work would involve developing autonomous shaping and structuring methods which are highly programmable by employing nonlinear acoustic fields. Such methods would require solving complex sequential decision making problems. Recently, deep reinforcement learning methods have shown great advances in solving rather complex decision making problems [31] , [32] . We believe such methods and the point-of-view of this paper can potentially build the foundation of a new paradigm for autonomous matter forming.
APPENDIX
We emphasize that optimal control of particle motion in dynamic-filed acoustic devices is a challenging decision making problem. The reason is that the generated acoustic fields are highly diverse; thus to operate in an optimal way, the controller should carefully select and generate the best possible acoustic field. For instance, Figure 7 shows the diverse displacement fields that a Chladni plate can produce at the frequencies selected from Chromatic musical scale in the range of 1-20 kHz.
